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Presidents Report - Steve Camilleri
Season 2019-20 will long be remembered as the last season before COVID-19 changed
everything. We were very lucky in South Australia that the coronavirus reached us slower than
many other places in the world allowing us to finish our season with our State Individual
Championships just a week before the state went into lockdown with the rest of the world.

The lockdown severely affected our winter season with the cancellation of the SA Athletics
Academy, the April holiday development clinic, and the race walking series as well as the
postponement of the cross country series. At a national level, it resulted in the cancellation of
the Australian Little Athletics Championships for the first time since SA commenced
participating in 1973.

On the flip side, it has also led to some innovative and fantastic ways of keeping the sport
going with the Backyard PB series, the virtual cross country program and our virtual conference
and AGM. The athletes who made the state team were still recognised which I know meant a lot
to those children and their parents. And there were many other positive developments during
the season before all this happened.

The role of the Little Athletics SA (LASA) Board is one of governance focussing on strategy. The
Board members have significant experience at Centre level and as parents of little athletes.
There is a spread of essential skill sets including coaching, officiating, event delivery, finance,
legal, education, facility management and marketing - all of which have proven invaluable to
LASA. Increased competition from other sports and activities for children and their parents’
time and attention have meant that keeping the strategy relevant is increasingly important.

Strategically we continue to work on ways to lighten the administration load on Centre
committee members and other volunteers so they can focus on delivery of the sport. With the
support of the Office of Recreation, Sport and Racing (OSRS), an exciting development ready
for next season is the SALAA Clubs Hub, which will allow Centres to access a one stop portal for
all the information needed to run their Centre more easily. Thanks to funding from ORSR, a risk
management framework and the resulting policies will be available to Centres to protect
committee members and enhance STARCLUB applications.

We continued to seek the best system for registering members to alleviate what used to be one
of the most time consuming roles for Centres. For many new parents, it is one of their first
impressions of the sport and the database provides essential information for Centres.

We continue to tweak the state events with a view to maximising the number of athletes that
can compete at the stadium. The interclub program continued to grow, which provides even
more exposure to the stadium and brings back regional competition without the burden of
hosting the event being placed on one Centre. Country Championships continue to provide this
competition for regional areas without the need to travel all the way to Adelaide.

As the peak recreational athletics body in South Australia, we were able to lead the way with
statewide responsibility for funding from ORSR for marketing and communications on behalf of
most athletics organisations in the state. Progress has been made towards providing a platform
for all marketing and communication with current and potential members across all these
athletics organisations. This will allow communication of available events to all members and of
the pathway options for participating in athletics with an exciting branding for the sport.

This season also saw the announcement that Little Athletics Australia (LAA) is proposing to
merge with Athletics Australia (AA). Whilst the announcement was unexpected and progression
is slow due to the restrictions of COVID-19, we continue to be involved in the process and
endeavour to ensure that junior sport will be protected as a primary focus of athletics.

We continue to work with Athletics SA on building a stronger sport and to look at all avenues to
keep our little athletes participating in the sport for longer.

This season was the first that saw the final version of the of the Tiny Tots Program after 4 years
of development to provide play-based activities that draw from athletic events, but focus on
basic skill development.

The time pressures that COVID-19 placed on LAA meant that the investigation into the best
option for providing game-based activities for the under 6 to under 8 age groups was put on
hold. This program, when developed, will keep young children active during waiting times for
events, whilst at the same time providing opportunities for athletic specific skill development.
We will continue to push for this program’s development because addressing waiting times and
inactivity, whilst still satisfying the desire of many children to participate in the events they see
at the Olympic and Commonwealth Games, is essential for attracting and retaining young
athletes.

Coaching at Centres is extremely important to the success of Centres and the sport. Thanks to
funding from ORSR, we were able to provide subsidised access to the Level 1 Coaching Course.
Whilst this course is a great introduction to using games as a way of coaching younger children,
those of us who have been involved in the sport for many years know that this is only part of
coaching young children as they seek to improve their skills to do the actual events rather than
just play games. We will continue to advocate for the Introduction to Coaching Course to be

recognised as part of the coaching pathway to provide new coaches with the skills needed to
start their journey and the journey of children in the sport.

We continue to push for a national marketing campaign with LAA that would give maximum
exposure to compete with the marketing campaigns of other sports.

None of this could have happened without the tireless work of our CEO Sue Bowman and the
great team of LASA staff. They all show amazing passion for Little Athletics and deserve a very
big thank you for often going above and beyond for our children. I would also like to thank the
Board members for sharing their time, knowledge and expertise and helping to make
sometimes difficult decisions for the future of the sport.

Thank you to our sponsors SA Power Networks, Adelaide Brighton Cement, Toyota and Coles.
Also thank you to our great partners; Blackchrome Sportswear, Boileau IT Solutions, Snap
Printing Hilton and IDM Sports. Thank you also goes to our state funding body ORSR. CEO Kylie
Taylor and the staff have been a wonderful support. Without the contribution made by these
organisations, we would not have been able to provide the level of programs, events and
support that we did this season.

A big thank you goes to our state officials that give their time to help run our state events,
capably led by Greg Peterson. Also, a big thank you to the coaches who dedicated their skills to
our holiday development clinics. And last but not least, thank you to all the Centre committee
and other volunteers helping to make this a great sport for all athletes and their families.

But season 2019-20 will also be long remembered as the season we lost one of the greatest
stalwarts of Little Athletics in SA, Wendy Beisiegel. Wendy is a life member of LASA and the
2018 LAA Volunteer Role of Excellence inductee. She was a LASA Board member from 1994 to
2010 and has been Board secretary for the last 6 years, making Wendy the longest ever
serving LASA Board member. She was an active Committee member at Barossa Valley Little
Athletics for many years and was still supporting her grandchildrens involvement at both
Barossa and Coastals. She was also a wonderful person and will be sorely missed.

Chief Executive Officers Report - Sue Bowman
The 2019-20 season has once again been a year of promise for Little Athletics SA. We continue
to work very closely with our clubs to evolve the sport together as a team. It’s important for us
as an Association to realise that without the dedication of our clubs, we quite simply would not
exist. It continues to amaze me at the truly incredible individuals who give their time to this
sport year after year. I would like to recognise a few of these clubs who have overcome many
hurdles to take their clubs from existing to thriving. In our regional space, we saw Mildura and
Far West (Ceduna) excel in numbers. In our metropolitan areas, Port Adelaide, Salisbury and
Mount Barker showed they are a force to be reckoned with. Congratulations to these clubs for
your continued superb delivery of the sport for your members.

Over the past few years, Little Athletics SA has been working to improve our internal systems
to support our clubs in the ability to access and store data more efficiently. Towards the end of
the season, we have been working behind the scenes to further this initiative. We have secured
a new registration system for next season, which will work in conjunction with the ResultsHQ
software, as well as work on a new initiative, the SALAA Clubs Hub, which will allow clubs
instant access to a one stop portal for all necessary information needed to run their sport
easily. We thank the Office for Recreation, Sport and Racing (ORSR) for their financial support
and guidance.

It would be remis of me to not comment on the COVID-19 pandemic, which has sadly taken our
world into a very different way of thinking and acting. As an Association, we have been working
tirelessly with the Government to keep updated on what this will mean for all sport going
forward. Fortunately, we have a wonderful health system here in South Australia, which has
steered us to a very good and comfortable position to feel encouraged that the future of sport
will thrive and evolve to become pivotal for health and fitness.

Once again, I thank all our Staff and Board for their consistent hard work and dedication.
To our Sponsors and Partners, we are humbled by your continued support through these times
of challenge and change.

Business Services
It was an exciting and fulfilling 2019/2020 season for the Business Services team. They made
great progress in identifying and improving the Associations business services at a state and
club level. Below is a summary of what was achieved within each area.

Marketing & Communications
Little Athletics SA made significant and robust changes to our brand and digital media strategy
to refine our communication across all our marketing channels, which improved the consistency
of our content and messaging. Our content was very well received by our members and other
stakeholders and helped us cross the mark of 1 million combined impressions through Digital
Marketing alone this year. The team was able to achieve more effectiveness in communications
with the professional use of social media and improved the regularity and uniformity of the
information. This has improved our engagement & brand recall.

With the success of last season’s advertising campaign and a commitment to consistency in
mind, Little Athletics SA made only a minimal change to the annual advertising campaign. The
Association ran a targeted digital marketing and re-marketing campaign, which returned some
promising results and most importantly kept the messaging consistent with aims of increasing
familiarity to our values. Little Athletics SA published many videos this season, which were
edited in-house, that helped in keeping our members and clubs engaged, and created new
reach for the brand by earning followers across all our social media channels. Little Athletics SA
ran a BackyardPB campaign, which was a sport-from-home initiative, that received an
overwhelming response. Hundreds of entries arrived from all corners of the state and resulted
in over 200,000 impressions in the 6 weeks of its life-span.

Sponsorship
This season, Little Athletics SA was able to retain our strong partnerships with long time
sponsors SA Power Networks, Adelaide Brighton Cement and Coles. Toyota will continue their
relationship with Little Athletics SA and will be naming partner for our grassroots program Tiny
Tots. The Association was thrilled to announce a major donation from Bickford’s Group of
Companies for 1200 bottles of hand sanitizers. Through sponsorship, Little Athletics SA was
able to service, distribute and approve significant amount in various grants, all of which were
injected directly into the South Australian Little Athletics community. Little Athletics SA also
have a number of great partners; Blackchrome Sportswear, Boileau IT Solutions, Snap Printing
Hilton and IDM Sports. We also welcomed Mountain Shade as our supplier partner for
marquees. Without the incredible contributions made by these organisations, Little Athletics in
South Australia would be unable to continue to provide/deliver the services, programs and
events that are currently readily available for centres and their members.

Program & Events
The Program and Events team had another successful 2019/2020 season. The team worked
tirelessly to deliver various programs and events and should be extremely proud of their
efforts. Below is a summary of what was achieved within each area.

Programs
TOYOTA Little Athletics Program for Schools (LAPS)
The TOYOTA LAPS program are promotional Little Athletics sessions that are delivered by
Development Officers (DO) to children from both primary schools and
kindergartens/preschools. The program introduces children to the activities that Little Athletics
offers and encourages them to visit their local club to participate. Little Athletics SA were
successful once again in seeing just over 40,000 children from around South Australia!

A big thank you goes out to our exceptional DO’s Adele Rees, Nicholas Dallimore, Steven
Plowright, and Danielle Hurnak for all their efforts and outstanding work in the program. It was
also great to have significant support from clubs in attending with our DO’s to promote their
club directly to the students! Lastly, a massive thank you to our fantastic major and naming
rights sponsor of the LAPS program, TOYOTA, for their ongoing support and contribution. The
Association has thoroughly enjoyed working closely with TOYOTA and look forward to
maintaining the strong relationship into the future.

SA Athletics Academy
The SA Athletics Academy is a joint developmental program between Little Athletics SA and
Athletics SA, that provides all young athletes from 9 to 19 years of age, the opportunity to take
their athletics to the next level. In comparison to 2018, 2019 saw a minor decline in
registrations for 2 out of the 3 squads. The numbers for the past two years can be viewed in
the table below:
Squads
Bronze Squad
Silver Squad
Gold Squad

2018
112 athletes
34 athletes
32 athletes

2019
102 athletes
40 athletes
20 athletes

Overall, Little Athletics SA and Athletics SA were extremely happy with the delivery and quality
of coaching and theory sessions that was provided to the athletes. The end of program survey
was reflective of this and was evidenced by an average rating of 8.6/10 for how athletes rated
the overall program. As always, the success of the program mainly comes down to the
willingness and dedication of our highly experienced and skilled coaches. The coaches have
been outstanding contributors to the program by providing invaluable knowledge to the
athletes to help them significantly improve their athletic skills and abilities, and we could not be
thankful enough for all that they do!

Tiny Tots Centre Program - Resource Development
The 2019-20 season was the creation of the FINAL version of the Little Athletics SA Tiny Tots
Centre Program resource that has been used to assist clubs to effectively deliver a quality playbased program for their 3-5 year old Tiny Tots. Version 4 has been 4 years in the making and
has involved years of trialling with many clubs and Tiny Tots Coordinators. The resource will not
be the final product it is today without the dedication and assistance of all involved, so the
Association are incredibly thankful.

In addition, it was a significant achievement for the Association with the license of the Tiny Tots
Centre Program resource being purchased by Little Athletics New South Wales (LANSW) for
their clubs to be able to utilise this great resource. In the 2018-19 season, LANSW trialled the
resource with 5 of their clubs and after excellent feedback, they decided to make the resource
accessible to all their clubs. The Association are extremely proud that another state has seen
value in what Little Athletics SA has produced and hopefully other states will do the same.

Lastly, Little Athletics SA would like to say a massive thank you once again to ACHPER (SA) and
their Professional Learning Officer, Rick Baldock, for their hard work and commitment with this
substantial project. Rick and ACHPER (SA) have dedicated extensive amount of time into the
development of the resource, as well as additional resources and information to support, which
has been greatly appreciated by Little Athletics SA, its clubs, and Tiny Tots Coordinators.

Holiday Clinics
The Dare to Dream Athletics Holiday Clinic in October 2019 saw 176 participants involved for
two days, over two consecutive weeks. This was up from 137 and 150 participants in 2017 and
2018 respectively, which is an increase of 29% over two years. The two days involved eventspecific coaching, a fun team-multi event competition, as well as the opportunity for
participants to meet and listen to Australian Commonwealth Games Long Jumper Margaret
Gayen.

The Dream. Believe. Achieve. Athletics Holiday Development Clinic in January 2020 saw 245
participants involved over two consecutive days. This was well up from 172 and 208
participants in 2018 and 2019 respectively, which is a significant increase of 43% over two
years. The first day was dedicated to training, with the second day dedicated to an athletics
competition in a Mini Olympics format. This enabled participants to put the skills they learnt
into action to achieve personal best results. Participants were also fortunate enough to meet
and listen to Paralympic Long Jump Gold Medalist, Brayden Davidson.

The Cross Country and Walks Athletics Holiday Development Clinic that was scheduled for April
2020 unfortunately had to be cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Competitions
The 2019-2020 season saw many State Events take place on the Little Athletics SA calendar, in
what was another successful season. The summer track and field season saw some fantastic
results and athletic display and the winter season continued to grow in participation.

Cross Country – The 2019 Little Athletics SA Cross Country Season saw 15 clubs host a Cross
Country meet throughout May to July. The seasons State Championships was hosted by Little
Athletics SA with the support of State Event Officials, at Carisbrooke Park, Salisbury. The day
saw 243 athletes participate and achieve some outstanding results. Congratulations to Tea Tree
Gully who took out the Girls Champion Centre award and Mid Coast who claimed the Boys
Champions Centre award.

Race Walking – Little Athletics SA once again delivered the 2019 Race Walking Season in
partnership with the South Australian Race Walkers Club (SARWC). This saw four meets take
place throughout May and June, with the Championships taking place in mid-July. Thank you to
SARWC for yet another great season and Championships, which saw 29 participants race, which
was an increase from 2018. Without their support, our athletes would not have the opportunity
to take part in such a fantastic program.

Country Championships – This season saw some fantastic events and participation occur
throughout our Country Regions, with just under 200 athletes competing across the two
Championships. Little Athletics SA would like to thank the following clubs for hosting their region’s
Country Championships and congratulate them on their success: Mt Gambier & Districts (South
East) and Port Lincoln (Eyre Peninsula). Unfortunately, clubs within the Riverland and Yorke
Peninsula region were unable to host and facilitate the Championships this season.

Interclub – The popular Interclub competition continued into its second year with over 1,000
athletes in attendance across four meets throughout November. This concept continues to grow
in popularity, providing athletes and clubs a chance to compete against each other in a club like
environment at the SA Athletics Stadium. Little Athletics SA would like to thank all the clubs
involved for the hard work and assistance in running the meets. A major highlight was the
attendance of Olympic hurdler, Sally Pearson, at the final meet of the year. Sally hosted a Q&A
session, posed for photos with athletes and assisted with the running of events.

Adelaide Brighton Cement State PB Classic #1 – The first competition of the summer
season was an action-packed day for our Tiny Tots, right through to our Under 17’s, as 764
athletes participated in their favourite track and field events. A big thank you to sponsor
Adelaide Brighton Cement for supporting the day by providing bottled water and fruit for
athletes and their families, as well as fun activities.

SA Power Networks State Relay Championships – The State Relay Championships proved
to be a fantastic day for all involved, with 592 teams and a total of 1,169 athletes competing
on the day, along with the Mum’s and Dad’s relay race which had great support once again.
Congratulations to Tea Tree Gully, who claimed the Pam Sard Champion Centre Trophy with
193 points, Enfield for taking out the Lou Moyes Most Improved Centre and Golden Grove for
winning the March Past Best Presented Centre award. Thank you to our sponsor SA Power
Networks for their support of the Championships and inviting their friend Santa along for the
day.

State PB Classic #2 – 2020 started with a massive second State PB Classic, allowing athletes
who had registered for the second half of the season an opportunity to come and compete at
the stadium, as well as provide all athletes with a great opportunity to achieve any last minute
qualifiers for the State Challenge or SIC’s. This season, the competition was reduced to one
day, with a total of 821 athletes participating on the Sunday.

Toyota State Multi-Event Championships – The State Multi-Event Championships provided
a fantastic spectacle across the two days of competition. A total of 466 athletes competed
across the weekend in their respective multi-disciplined event: Pentathlon for Under 9 to Under
13 athletes, Hexathlon for Under 14 athletes and Heptathlon for the Under 15 to Under 17
athletes. A thank you to our sponsor Toyota for supporting the Championships and running a
fantastic social media competition over the weekend.

State Challenge – This season’s State Challenge provided a wonderful day for all, with 482
athletes competing in an action-packed competition. Congratulations to Kurtley Von Senden
(Port Augusta & Districts), Jack Thompson (Mt Gambier & Districts), and Chloe Foster (Mt
Barker District) for winning the Male and Female Athlete of the Meet Awards.

State Individual Championships (SIC) – The conclusion of the Little Athletics SA State
Track & Field Season saw a great State Individual Championships take place. The competition
was held all day Saturday and into the evening and concluded on Sunday. 778 athletes
competed across the two days, including one athlete from the Northern Territory. In what was
a truly memorable competition, a three-way and two-way tie occurred for the Male and Female
Athlete of the Meet Awards. Congratulations to Thomas Griffiths (Campbelltown), Joshua
Onyeizugbo (Flinders), Jack Williams (Golden Grove), Iluka-Rose Taylor (Western), and
Praiselyn Victor (Western) for taking out these awards.

All Little Athletics SA competitions and events have great volunteer support from officials to
parent helpers. As such, we would like to acknowledge their ongoing support of our Little
Athletes. Without the countless hours these individuals provide week in week out, our sport
could not continue, so thank you. Also, a big thank you to our clubs and their committees for
supporting us and helping move us forward onto a brighter future.

State Team Report
Canberra, ACT 2020 (cancelled)

The 2020 Australian Little Athletics Championships (ALAC) was set to take place on Saturday
18th and Sunday 19th April 2020 at the AIS Track & Field Facility in Canberra.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the unfortunate decision was made to cancel the
Championships. Little Athletics SA was still able to select a team based on the State Individual
Championships results, providing the opportunity to recognise and commend the selected
athletes for their outstanding efforts throughout the season.

The 2020 State Team representatives consisted of:
UNDER 13 STATE TEAM
Isaiah Clothier (CDI), Auden Colbourne (GAW), Jonathan George (WVL), Zayden Kamish
(NOA), James McManus (WVL), Ronan Morris (HIL), Adrian NG (ENF), Seth Read (MCO),
Cooper Rech (CDI), Lachlan Sands (PTA), Noah Schoepf (NDI), Charlie Snook (PTA), Christian
Whitwell (HIL).
Lyla Barc (MPA), Charlotte Cutrale (MCT), Katie Deruvo (CDI), Ava Field (TTG), Caitlin Fraser
(NDI), Charlotte McAuliffe (EDI), Malaika McLeod (EDI), Ashleigh Ovenden (TTG), Zara Pelham
(ADE), Kirsty Saayman (GGR), Lily Smart (HIL), Julia Watson (PTA), Hannah Wilks (EDI).

UNDER 15 MULTI-EVENT TEAM
Liam Jones (GGR), Fynn Manning (BVA), Samuel Mychael (SAL).
Macey Coghlan (RED), Sophie Killick (EDI), Tryphena Hewett (TTG).

STATE TEAM COACHES – Simon Moran & Tayla Philis

STATE TEAM MANAGERS – Nathan Rose & Jane Sternagel

STATE TEAM ADMINISTRATOR – Samuel Bell
Once again, Little Athletics SA would like to congratulate the selected athletes for this
outstanding achievement.

2019/20 Registrations Received

METRO CENTRES

Girls

Boys

Adelaide Harriers
Barossa Valley
Campbelltown
Coastal Districts
Eastern Districts
Enfield
Flinders
Gawler
Golden Grove
Hallett Cove
Hills
Ingle Farm
Lyndoch & Districts
Magill
Mid Coast
Mt Barker
Munno Para
Noarlunga
Northern Districts
Playford
Plympton
Port Adelaide
Reynella East
Salisbury
South Coast
Southern Hills
Tea Tree Gully
Torrens Valley
Westerns
Woodville

73
43
48
71
118
63
35
37
74
50
78
23
52
97
70
81
55
39
51
18
39
115
27
39
49
83
90
29
109
68

92
39
61
81
104
90
34
64
104
78
90
27
67
77
73
95
72
38
81
18
57
129
68
70
57
89
87
32
130
76

1824

2180

METRO TOTAL

Female
Rec Aths

Male
Rec Aths

1
2

1
1

1

1
4

1
1

9

4

2019/20

2018/19

165
82
109
154
223
154
69
101
178
129
168
50
119
174
143
176
127
77
134
41
96
244
95
109
106
172
177
61
239
147

224
90
103
252
284
157
103
108
209
113
171
61
137
191
157
153
137
77
114
0
94
248
115
81
93
166
194
46
286
155

4017

4319

2019/20 Registrations Received

COUNTRY CENTRES

Girls

Boys

Female
Rec Aths

Male
Rec Aths

2019/20

2018/19

16
47
n/a
30
42
81
46
44
211
61
144
57
77
8
61
83
58
46
26
14
70
21

19
28
47
58
36
63
29
38
186
50
142
46
107
42
55
94
65
63
45
10
67
50

Adelaide Plains
Bordertown
Broken Hill
Central Eyre (Wudinna)
CYP Maitland
Far West (Ceduna)
Mannum
Mid North (Clare)
Mildura & Districts
Millicent
Mount Gambier
Murray Bridge
Naracoorte
NYP Kadina
Penola
Port Augusta
Port Lincoln
Riverland: Barmera
Riverland: Loxton
SYP Minlaton
Waikerie
Whyalla

11
22

5
25

18
23
37
27
17
102
30
56
26
41
4
33
43
33
14
13
6
31
5

12
19
44
18
27
108
31
87
31
36
4
28
40
25
32
13
8
39
16

COUNTRY TOTAL

592

648

2

1

1243

1340

2416

2828

11

5

5260

5659

TOTAL

1
1
1

Finance Report - Christian Rech
The South Australian Little Athletics Association Inc presents its financial report for the year
ended 30 April 2020.
With COVID-19 threatening to end the summer season early, we were lucky to complete our
summer season before restrictions were brought in and with the government assistance
provided with that lockdown, we were able to retain key staff during the lockdown. This
resulted in minimal loss of event income and an increase in income for the subsidies received.
The Association once again returned a modest profit. The grants received have and continue to
assist the Association in the areas of risk and volunteer management, communication and
marketing, coach education subsidies, and finalising the Tiny Tots program. These projects
have also resulted in higher consultant expenses this year as a result of the work performed to
deliver on the objectives of these grants.
COVID-19 also led to the cancellation of the ALAC’s so this income was nil and related expense
reduced to almost nil.
The move away from radio advertising and towards social media marketing has resulted in
significant savings in the advertising and promotions expense.
Due to the registration system software no longer being supported by suppliers, the decision
was taken to transition to Timing Solutions for the registrations in the coming year so the
database was written off resulting in a large depreciation and amortisiation expense in the
current year.
The net asset position remains strong and in particular, the Association maintains a healthy
cash position. The cash is held to provide for future asset replacements and to place the
Association in a strong position to maintain service delivery and to allow for further
improvements for Little Athletics into the future, however we must not be complacent with the
threat of COVID-19 still present as we move into the new summer season.
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